
revolutionising midlife support for all women



Who we are
Menopause Mandate is a not-for profit company
consisting of a group of motivated women from all
walks of life who share a common interest in peri-
menopause and menopause. 

We are devoted to creating a coalition of
campaigners to achieve everyone's ultimate goal of
revolutionising the support and advice women
receive from both our health service and wider
society.

We are working women, campaigners, politicians,
menopause experts, celebrities and journalists with
an ever-growing list of supporters.



menopause mandate patrons



There are thought to be an estimated 18 million
peri and post menopausal women in the UK, and
for millennia menopause has been off the map.
Now, thanks to tireless campaigning, it's the
biggest women's issue of the moment yet
menopause provision in the UK remains
shockingly poor. 

Healthcare professionals aren't routinely
educated about the subject, and health advice is
often out of date. Women are regularly refused
Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT) and other
treatments despite the NICE Guidelines. Even if
they obtain a prescription, the medication is
frequently unavailable - with ongoing shortages. 

We are saying that enough is enough. This isn't a
feminist issue or a niche topic. This affects our
whole society not just the 51% that are women. 

The Mandate



There could be more than 50 symptoms of menopause,
and the majority of women will experience at least one.
Plummeting hormones, particularly oestrogen, can lead
to symptoms lasting years and long term health
problems. 

Ensuring that women (whose National Insurance
contributions equally support our health service), are
seen by trained doctors and nurses and given the latest
and best advice isn't a luxury, it's a human right. 

Millions in the UK are struggling mentally and physically
because of this catastrophic failure in women's health.
We are leaving our jobs, our relationships are suffering,
and there are even suicides.

This is our mandate. We're demanding that long term
changes are made right now and that the government
and wider society address the inequalities faced by
women in midlife.

The mission



Menopause Mandate was only established in April 2022,
and since our conception we have motivated over
18,000 people to sign our petition demanding changes
to NHS prescription charges, we have almost 30,000
followers on Instagram, over 1,500 subscribers to our
regular newsletters and over 1,000 people have shared
their story with us. 

We have taken the issue right to the heart of British
politics with presentations to press, experts and MP’s at
the Houses of Parliament. Celebrities & campaigners,
Mariella Frostrup, Davina McCall, Lisa Snowdon, Penny
Lancaster and Carolyn Harris MP all supported the
event and hosted discussions and made speeches. 

MM has certainly created some waves with national
press coverage in Hello Magazine, The Times, The
Telegraph, Daily Mail as well as ITV and BBC News.

our work so far...



Held 2 lobbying events and a rally at Westminster 

Published a free book packed with the real stories
that have poured into our website 

Launched a FREE menopause nurse advice line
with Holland and Barrett 

Launched 12 FREE educational films for GP’s
and Pharmacists – supported by Theramex 

Menopause Mandate seeks partners and funding to
carry on with the great work we have already started.
Since our launch a year ago we have:
 

 

our work so far...







Launching MM in the US with Naomi
Watts as our Chair.

Launching the Menopause Mandate “Walk
in the Park” – 2K or 5k in Hyde Park on
WMD

Launching the MM podcast featuring all of
our advocates, experts and patrons 

 
 

 

currently we are...



Menopause Mandate  

A Walk in the Park.

Sponsor the Menopause Mandate 
A Walk in the Park. – a 2K or 5k Walk
and Talk through Hyde Park, London
on World Menopause Day.



Including our founders we have over 40 (and growing),
advocates and experts who have either personal stories to
share, or are menopause experts. All will be invited to join
us on a hosted podcast, where we will ask our advocates
and founders to share more about their menopause journey
and menopause experts will share with us their top tips on
the menopause, HRT and keeping well and healthy in
midlife. 

Our aim is to schedule at least 40 x 30 minute podcasts to
run from January 2023.

Investment - £850.00 per podcast (min of 4, 10% discount for 10+)

podcasts:

Support & inform 



our partner alumni include... 



Logo will appear on MM website, with a 50 word
narrative on your reasons for supporting MM
Profile in one of monthly emails 
Thank you on our social media channels 
Included in all relevant press releases 
A representative to be a MM Supporter at out events 
We will give you Full Access Passes for up to 500
users for the Let’s All Talk Menopause online hub.
Dedicated Menopause on-line talk with Menopause
and workplace expert 

To continue with the aims of Menopause Mandate’s
mission, we need supporters to help us fund our day-to-day
administrative costs, the events we plan and the
communication strategy to keep the conversation going
and our aims moving forward. We are looking for just 4
Foundation Partners.

As Foundation Partner: 
 



We are a not for profit organisation, and we urgently need funding to help us run our day to day
activities, such as website, social, PR, events & anything else that comes our way. 

If you would like to be our partner/s to help us on our mission to keep menopause at the forefront
of the media & poltical agenda, then we would love to chat more about how we can work together. 

Thank you and we

look forward to

working with you



If you are interested in becoming one of
our partners, please contact:

Laura Biggs
info@menopausemandate.com
07989 305 509

Alice Smellie
info@menopausemandate.com
07887 557 540

Contact us  


